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DREAMS 132-150 - BACK TO THE TREE OF LIFE
We all crave simplicity.
Naïve, easy to swallow truth that brings joy, peace, success, and a table in the
presence of our enemies. Simplicity of life where nothing is complicated and
everything just works out perfectly.
We want a simple Gospel. If you are willing to be blindly obedient, and sacrifice all
that you are without question or care, the Gospel is extremely simple:
Love Jesus and do as He commands.
But this is the information age. Who in their right mind is going to do as Jesus
commands?
He commands: ‘Sell everything, give it to the poor, love one another, make
disciples and forgive your enemies.’
Forgive your enemies?
“Have you seen my enemies?” you say, “Some of them are devious, insecure,
backbiting cretins who attack you for nothing more than a handful of silver or a
head full of jealous insecurity. Others are so poisoned that they just need targets.”
It is a lot easier to hate than it is to love.
Again you say:
“Love them? Can I kill them first so that their endless nightmarish behavior can
end? I’ll even put flowers on their graves and shed a tear or two.
OK, I won’t shed a tear or two. More likely a mischievous grin and sigh of relief, I
am pretty sure that their loved ones and victims will smile with me.”
To forgive in blind obedience is probably the hardest thing in the world. God says
forgive, so we must forgive.
Meanwhile, the cretins keep being cretins and make your life a living hell. Or at the
very least an extremely uncomfortable experience. So, you forgive initially and do
your best to ignore them ‘in love’ while they strut around with lofty nostrils and
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puffed up chests, all the while seeming to get ahead in life by doing the wrong
things while your words get twisted out of context and your spirit gets completely
misrepresented.
But you want to be obedient to God, so you work through your emotions until they
are nicely sealed in a compartment somewhere at the back of your subconscious,
along with dynamite and few slow burning fuses that will wreck your peace and
send you spiraling down into a hole of depression in due season.
You can’t plant a seed in the perfectly fertile soil of your soul and think that nothing
will grow.

You can’t plant a seed in the
perfectly fertile soil of your soul
and think that nothing will grow
Just watch how people who are kind, loving and compassionate take the knock for
years, and then suddenly burn out.
Blind obedience is a myth. It is a tool of manipulation by lazy leaders who do
not want to go through the discipline of bringing revelation and if you think
that God is lazy, you do not know God.
Hosea 4:6 states ‘My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.’
Not lack of good intention.
Not a lack of a good heart.
Not a lack of energy or drive.
Knowledge.
Even those who belong to God suffer at the unmerciful hands of ignorance. All of
God’s blessings are attached to His instructions. If you want your steps to be
ordered by God, you need to be willing to take orders from God.
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If you want your steps to be
ordered by God, you need to be
willing to take orders from God
Let’s take the subject of ‘forgiveness’ as an example of how much easier things
can be when you have the ‘know how’. Forgiveness is not what you think it is, it is
not simply letting a thing go without justice or vindication. God is both just and a
vindicator. It is in His nature to prepare a table for His children right in the
presence of their enemies. He will teach you the practicalities of vindication. He
will teach you how to sow the seeds of wisdom that produce victories over the
worst of humiliations.
Revelation is everything. Revelation through heavenly knowledge is everything.
Truth is the only thing that can set us free.
In the darkness of ignorance, a simple term like ‘forgiveness’ without
understanding the processes of heavenly wisdom, has no power.

In the darkness of ignorance, a
simple term like ‘forgiveness’,
without understanding the processes
of heavenly wisdom, has no power
The assumption that forgiveness as a vague blanket will bring emotional stability
to your life is one of those well-meaning teachings. It produces complex
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psychological

disorders

through

constant

compartmentalization,

and

the

endorsement of mental abuse.
You don’t just ‘forgive’ and forget in one momentary act.
Forgiveness is a process of covering sin with love, exhibiting the fruit of the Spirit,
correcting, rebuking, instructing, discipling, and acknowledging the change in
those who were once like their father, the devil.
When a person who requires your obedience rejects correction and instruction,
forgiveness is all the above processes with a desire to see the person find
someone to whom they might listen.
The entire process produces the ability within you to exhibit the fruit of the Spirit
towards your worst enemies and bullies, while you deal with their behavior and
pray for their freedom from the strongholds that the enemy has placed in their
minds.
The key ingredient for forgiveness is repentance. The key ingredient for
repentance is belief. Those who believe are the ones who will not perish.
When you believe that God is real, you will listen to what He teaches you.

When you believe that God is real,
you will listen to what He teaches you
His teaching will become your new way of thinking. Knowing His truth will set you
free and you will change from a caterpillar to a butterfly.
Ultimate forgiveness is the acknowledgment of a changed heart, changed habits,
and a born-again spirit. You cannot acknowledge change if there is none.
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You cannot acknowledge change
if there is none
So, you are not expected to forgive where there is no repentance because God
Himself does not forgive, unless there is repentance.
The judgement comes when people genuinely work hard to change, and you
refuse to acknowledge their change of heart. This is why you will not be forgiven,
unless you forgive. Because you refuse to acknowledge that people can change,
you are judged by that exact same measure.
This is what it means to eat from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. You
decide who is worthy of forgiveness, and who deserves judgment. You take the
mercy and grace that God extends towards you for granted and refuse to extend
the same mercy and grace towards others.
If people refuse to repent or change their behaviors, you are still expected to cover
the sin with love, exhibit the fruit of the Spirit, and pray for your enemy. You must
show the same love and patience that Heaven does. The prodigal son must leave
the pigsty to come home. Repentance (an active change of heart and behavior) is
still required for forgiveness. God will welcome back the worst of sinners, but He
will not allow wolves to run amok in His Kingdom.

God will welcome back the worst
of sinners, but He will not allow
wolves to run amok in His
Kingdom
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Sheep do not have sharp teeth. They do not rip and tear, and they do not devour
one another. Only a foolish shepherd will let wolves loose among his flock. The
wolf must become born again to see where the sheep pen is, and the wolf must be
born anew as a sheep to enter the paddock.
When you understand forgiveness, it is a lot easier to apply it practically.
It is the same with every area of our lives. If we lack understanding, we will lack
power. Vague ideological belief systems will manifest double minded men and
women who are unstable in all of their ways.

Vague ideological belief systems will
manifest double minded men and
women who are unstable in all of
their ways
Jesus sat under teachers every single day. He taught masses of people every day
for hours and hours. The early church met and sat under teaching every single
day.
Why? Because heavenly knowledge is everything.
You cannot walk on water unless you know how.
You cannot create a universe unless you know how.
There is no power without knowledge.

There is no power without
knowledge
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Understanding, wisdom, and knowledge – these things are everything. It is God’s
omniscience that produces His omnipotence.

It is God’s omniscience that
produces His omnipotence.
God has unlimited power because He knows how to produce it, maintain it, and
apply it. To be all powerful without being all knowing is a recipe for disaster. The
power is in the knowledge!
His truth is the light in the darkness of ignorance, and you are sent out to be the
light as Jesus was sent to be the light. To literally BE truth.
Blind obedience without revelation leads to incorrect expectation.

Blind obedience without
revelation leads to incorrect
expectation
Expectations that are not met lead to deferred hope, which makes the heart sick
and opens the door for a spirit of torment.
You are not a dog hopping up and down for a treat from a cruel master who
teases you with false hope. You are a child of God, and He loves it when His
children understand His instructions. He loves it when you follow the map yourself
so that you know the way yourself and can show others. He loves it when you
walk in the power of understanding; hence Jesus using parables to make the
revelation easier.
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But the issue is that we are trained to be lazy.
We accept life as some kind of random lottery where only special people get to
live as kings and princes with happy marriages in fairy castles, while the rest of us
hope and wait for a ship that will never come in. Our ignorance curses us to
slavery.
We are blind and impressed by the one-eyed kings who lead us.

We are blind and impressed by
the one-eyed kings who lead us
We are held captive to ignorant apathy, and we have no idea that we are a piece
of God with His breath as our spirit, and what that means for us.
I encourage you to read this dream as if you are the dumbest person on earth.
Strip that ego and ditch that pride or choose to read no further. This can change
your life as it has completely changed mine, or you can retain that foolish ‘I know’
attitude that the devil has so skillfully inserted into the hearts of even the elite in
the Kingdom.
Remember that God gives grace to the humble but opposes the proud.
I’m not here to be nice to you. I am a prophet, not a pastor. I am here to wrest you
from the rails that take you to destruction, and settle your eyes back upon the Tree
of Life, as mine have been settled once again upon the Tree of Life.
Though I come across as abrasive, know that I was the chief of fools and now
work to remedy that curse daily.
How do I remedy that curse?
Through daily repentance.
Again, repentance is not the wailing and gnashing of teeth that we, through lack of
knowledge, perceive it to be. We don’t need sackcloth and ash on our heads to
show how sorry we are. God does not revel in our misery; He revels in our victory!
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God does not revel in our misery;
He revels in our victory!
It is the result of our revelation – the revelation that ‘we need to change’ - that
matters most. If the end product of your revelation, or self-inflicted penance, is not
change; your efforts are wasted. You cannot stay this version of you and hope to
manifest different fruit.
The very root of you - the way you think, reason, and make decisions - need to
change.
The Greek word for repentance is metanoia. Which means ‘change of
consciousness’. Consciousness is basically your mental picture of yourself and
the world around you. If your consciousness is molded around the patterns of this
world, then you won’t even know that your behavior is self-destructive.

If your consciousness is molded
around the patterns of this world,
then you won’t even know that
your behavior is self-destructive
Your self-preservation instinct will defend your ignorance with every tool in your
ego's arsenal.
The wise man says:
"Teach me a better way, Lord".
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The fool says:
"Accept me for who I am and do not expect me to change".
But the very point of being born again is to change. To be born again is more
literal than you think it is. We think that we only need to change certain things
about ourselves, for who sits and thinks ‘I am all bad’? However, that is the very
truth of the matter.
Without Jesus, we are completely rotten.

Without Jesus, we are completely
rotten

We are rotten to the core. Everything about man is sinful and selfish. We are
raised in the image of the world, to walk according the patterns of this world.
The wisest path that man can take is to humble themselves before Jesus
completely and call him our supreme Teacher. His words must become greater
than our very conscience. For even the conscience of man can be corrupted into
the image of the evil one; hence metanoia – the complete re-programming of our
consciousness by the words of Jesus.
The transformation from self-preservation to self-sacrifice must be complete so
that we may truly say ‘It is no longer I that live, but Christ who lives within me.’
Then we truly become born again. The old version of who we were, completely
wiped clean and replaced with brand-new heavenly software.
John 1:5 states that ‘the Light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not
comprehend it’.
The Hebrew word for darkness here is skotia which in context of the verse means
a lack of heavenly revelation – an absence of truth from Heaven.
Let us consider Matthew 6:19-24 in context.
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Take note of how mammon and God are presented as darkness versus light. One
represents man in his state of ignorant selfishness. The other represents man in
an informed state of freedom.
For the truth sets you free from the chains of fear and self-destructive foolishness.

The truth sets you free from the chains
of fear and self-destructive foolishness
Matthew 6:19-24
19

‘Do not store up for yourselves [material] treasures on earth, where moth and

rust destroy, and where thieves break in and steal.

20

But store up for yourselves

treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys, and where thieves do
not break in and steal; 21 for where your treasure is, there your heart [your wishes,
your desires; that on which your life centers] will be also.

22

The eye is the lamp of

the body; so if your eye is clear [spiritually perceptive], your whole body will be full
of light [benefiting from God’s precepts].

23

But if your eye is bad [spiritually blind],

your whole body will be full of darkness [devoid of God’s precepts]. So if the [very]
light inside you [your inner self, your heart, your conscience] is darkness, how
great and terrible is that darkness!

24

No one can serve two masters; for either he

will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and despise
the other. You cannot serve God and mammon [money, possessions, fame, status,
or whatever is valued more than the Lord].’
This is JESUS speaking here.
The product of the wisdom of Jesus will always be freedom from self.

The product of the wisdom of Jesus
will always be freedom from self
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You will find that the end product of being discipled by the words of Jesus is a
completely transformed mind, zealous for good works, and excited about daily
selflessness.
And this is where righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost comes from.
We literally return to the Tree of Life in the garden of Eden where we begin to care
for everything and every person on this planet.
A Sunday ritual seems noble and noteworthy, but it is not even the tip of the
iceberg. It is a tiny ice cube in the ocean of the destiny of what your life could be.
In Acts Chapter 2, when the Spirit was poured out so wonderfully, three thousand
families suddenly sold everything that they had and started sharing all that they
had. They wiped out all lack in their communities in a single day.
That is what it is like to bring Heaven to earth. You literally become heavenly,
acting and thinking like you are already in Heaven, concerned only with taking
care of your brothers and sisters. Flowing in the very compassion of Christ.
Sin is defeated. The Lamb of God has taken away the sin of the world.
Now the war is against the strongholds of the mind, which seek to tear down the
knowledge of God within your consciousness. This is a war that must be fought
every single day.
Become a daily student; become as the early church - meeting together daily,
sitting under the teachings of Jesus daily, eating together daily - so that your
consciousness may become as the mind of Christ.
The truth can only set you free if you are willing to listen until you know.

The truth can only set you free if you
are willing to listen until you know
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It is in knowing the truth that becomes the light that drives the darkness out of your
life. For every drop of failure and destruction can be reversed if you are willing to
wage war on your own ignorance.
The people of God are not destroyed by persecution or famine. Neither are they
destroyed by hardship or humiliation.
Your only weakness is lack of knowledge.

Your only weakness is lack of
knowledge
No matter the cost, get wisdom. It will literally save your life!
Without light, you stumble over the stairs that are meant to lead you to your
promotion, and you kill perceived enemies who were supposed to be your greatest
allies.
How can we hate every wrong path unless we know what the right ones are?
How do you know what a good father is unless you have been taught and shown?
You might be a terrible and selfish husband or wife and have no idea because the
darkness has no light in it. You are literally blind to your own selfishness.
If you reject teachers who hold the keys to your destiny, you will inevitably
embrace liars who lead you down paths of destruction. You will head deeper into
the darkness and wonder why nothing every goes right with you.
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If you reject teachers who hold
the keys to your destiny, you will
inevitably embrace liars who lead
you down paths of destruction

Whoever has your ear has your heart. Whoever has your heart orders your steps.
If your voice is the one that speaks the most, you are your own teacher. Is it not
wise to learn to speak as Jesus spoke so that you may teach yourself what Jesus
taught?
As you speak, you will find that many sheep begin to recognize the voice of the
Shepherd through your lips.
It is not your destiny to be ignorant.

It is not your destiny to be ignorant
The darkness is no place for a child of the light!
In the end, being born again means changing teachers. Jesus becomes our
Teacher, our Master, our Rabbi, and our Rabboni. That is what the Gospel is
about. Truly allowing the ‘teachings’ of Jesus to transform us from children of
darkness to children of light.
1 Thessalonians 5:5 states ‘You are all children of the light and children of the day.
We do not belong to the night nor to the darkness.’
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The dream begins.
A woman stands before me with a newborn baby suckling at her breast. The baby
drinks its fill and is laid in a cot to sleep. Another baby is brought to the woman,
and she begins to feed it too; but before the baby is finished, another baby is
brought. She holds both babies in her arms, one at each breast.
The three babies grow fast and are healthy and word spreads around town about
the incredible nutrients in this mother’s milk.
Soon people are lining up at the door with babies to drink from this miracle mom.
She cannot feed them all, so she finds a big hall and asks everyone to be patient
while her milk is extracted into cups and passed to the babies.
The babies grow fast. Ten years pass but they still come every day for milk. Their
bones are weak, their muscles saggy, and they are tired of the milk, but their
parents force them to drink it.
By the time that they are teenagers, they vomit the breast milk up immediately
after drinking it. The very smell of it makes them ill and as soon as they are old
enough, they avoid the feeding hall with disgust.
But as they grow older, some return with their own children and force them to
drink the milk, not realizing that after a certain age the body needs a lot more than
mother’s milk can offer.
I stand watching all of this as an abundance of mother’s milk clinics open around
me and people flock to drink some milk, but these places have a better strategy:
Mother’s milk once a week, not every day. Sunday milk.
The angels Uriel and Builder stand beside me, both two heads taller than I,
clothed in light so glorious that I cannot see their faces.
Uriel:
“Behold, the Body of Christ. Satisfied with milk when the body needs steak. Weak
and easily led astray. Touchy and easily offended. It is thus because you do not
know who you are and what your purpose is upon this earth.
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The god of this world blinds the minds of unbeliever and believer alike, creating an
addiction to mother’s milk, even though this very same milk causes you to be so
sick.
Know this, son of joy:
It is right for a baby to drink milk from a mother’s breast, but a time comes when
the baby must be weaned off the milk so that it may progress to other foods.
Wisdom is the principle thing, no matter what it costs you, get understanding. The
enemy wreaks hell and havoc upon your lives because you lack knowledge, and
without knowledge converted to vision, you perish.
Write now the words that we relay to you, and let these next dreams and visions
be a book. This book shall be studied and applied by millions across the earth for
generations to come.
Make it simple so that any may read it and understand it easily.
For wisdom, knowledge, and understanding will bring forth great prosperity and
great freedom to all who pursue them, and you are to inspire all who read what
you write to pursue the Seven Spirits of God.
Look now into the spiritual realm and tell me what you see.”
Me:
“I see a tree that spans across a river. The branches are as vines, and they
extend across the entire earth. The roots of the tree shine like stars. Seven thick
roots with millions of offshoots. The roots are called Wisdom, Understanding,
Knowledge, Might, Council, the Fear of God and the Spirit of the Lord.
The vines that spread across the earth are those who call Jesus Lord and upon
the vines I see nine fruits. The fruits are called: love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control.
The tree is called the Son of God.”
I look to the left of the Tree of Life and see the Tree of the Knowledge of Good
and Evil.
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Me:
“The roots of this tree are called: accusation, bitterness, shame, jealousy, rejection,
fear, and Satan. The vines also spread all over the earth and are all who submit to
the control of self-preservation.
This vine is heavily laden with fruit where men and women are lovers of
themselves, lovers of money, boastful, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their
parents, ungrateful, unholy, unloving, unforgiving, slanderous, without self-control,
brutal, without love of good, traitorous, reckless, conceited, lovers of pleasure
rather than lovers of God, having a form of godliness but denying its power.
The tree lets man determine right and wrong by his own perception of right and
wrong, so eating of the fruit causes man to determine right and wrong by how he
has been blessed or cursed by other men.”

The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil lets man determine right and wrong
by his own perception of right and
wrong, so eating of the fruit causes man
to determine right and wrong by how he
has been blessed or cursed by other men
Builder steps forward, towering two heads above me, face radiant with the glory of
the presence of God.
Builder:
“You have seen well, son of joy. Do you see that the Tree of the Knowledge of
Good and Evil is not Satan? Do you see how Satan is simply one of the roots?
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Each day mankind chooses from these trees which spirits will have power in
their lives. Whether they realize it or not, every word and every thought are a
choice. If you do not intentionally choose which spirits have authority in
your life, the god of this world will work hard to choose for you.”
Uriel lays his hand upon my shoulder and I am filled with warmth as he speaks
again.
Uriel:
“The heart of the Tree of Life is Jesus and the heart of the Tree of the Knowledge
of Good and Evil is self-preservation.

The heart of the Tree of Life is Jesus and
the heart of the Tree of the Knowledge
of Good and Evil is self-preservation
Without the Seven Spirits of the Tree of Life, man is little more than animal. For
without the breath of God within you, you are little more than instinct, you
determine your connection to either tree by who feeds you, clothes you and gives
you the most attention.
Self-preservation has created the false god Mammon. A god that places material
gains over the fruits of the Tree of Life and will sacrifice anyone or anything for the
right price. Nothing is ever enough for those who are governed by this spirit, for it
is a virus that destroys the very earth you have been called to steward.
As the Tree of Life is known by its fruit, so the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil is known by its fruit. The fruit never lies, son of joy.”
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Builder:
“The nine fruits of the Tree of Life are the greatest sign of the believer, for you are
known to the spiritual realm by how you love and treat one another. But there is
other fruit available to every believer in the physical realm.
Know this son of joy:
Without the breath of God, even the Spirits of the Tree of Life can bring
destruction. Indeed, without the fruits of the Holy Spirit, the other spirits can bring
much pain.
Wisdom produces riches and joy but also sorrow.
Knowledge produces life but also puffs up.
Understanding produces revelation but also double mindedness.
Might produces love, power and a sound mind but also stubbornness.
Counsel produces compassion but also tolerance for evil.
This is why the Holy Spirit and the fruits of the Spirit are to be pursued first and
foremost. For although these Spirits are all the Spirits of God, you are still on earth
and the Tree of Life reveals truth.
Truth sets free but also brings revelation.

Truth sets free but also brings
revelation
Many times, revelation might bring either brokenness or arrogance. You must not
allow revelation from the Spirit to lead you back to the Tree of the Knowledge of
Good and Evil.
Heed now the words of the Gatherer. For he separates wheat from chaff, sheep
from goats, and fulfills the will of judgment of the Father.”
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Gatherer appears on my right and I turn to face him. I once heard a principality call
him ‘Reaper’, the angel of death, the very same angel who took the firstborn of
Egypt. When he speaks, it is clear and concise, and he brings with him revelation
of judgment and mercy.
Gatherer:
“All was given, and all was available through pure inheritance. Man was created
as recipients of all that God has created, and all that was needed in spirit, soul
and body was in Eden. No sweat was needed, no bent back, and no toil.
No, son of joy, man was free to play, dream, sleep, and fellowship.

Man was free to play, dream,
sleep, and fellowship
It is hard to fathom for the mind of those who eat from the Tree of the Knowledge
of Good and Evil. For in the eyes of man, there must be work and toil before there
is reward. Indeed, those who are blessed without hard work by inheritance are
most often despised by society. This is mostly not jealously but from a sense of
justice stemming from the perception of justice that comes from eating of the fruit
of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil.
In the minds of those who eat from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil,
reward without labor is an injustice. For those who toil for reward look upon those
who do not toil and regard them as weak and unworthy.
But in Eden there was only inheritance. There was no toil. Man was free to walk
and steward all of creation in the full enlightenment of the nine fruits of the Tree of
Life.
And upon eating from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil was man
expelled from Eden. But not as you would understand expulsion.
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The garden of Eden is both physical and spiritual but more in the spirit than in the
physical. Thus, it was there, but man could no longer see it. For the knowledge of
good and evil also brings with it blindness to all things spiritual.

For the knowledge of good and
evil also brings with it blindness
to all things spiritual
Thus, you could be standing in the garden directly in the shade of the Tree of Life
and you would not know it.
Indeed, for four thousand years man walked this earth in pure flesh, completely
separated from the spiritual realm. Only those with opened eyes could see angels
and hear the voice of God, but such things did not occur often or with many
people.
Warnings and laws from patriarchs, law givers, prophets, judges, poets and kings
flowed from Heaven and still man refused the fruit of the Tree of Life. The right to
determine his own version of right and wrong was too dear to him. Man demanded
to set his own priorities according to the needs of his flesh and not the yearning of
his spirit.
But God did not give up on man and sent His Son to earth so that the Tree of Life
may enter the physical realm, and Jesus became the Word made manifest and
the Tree of Life was upon this earth in physical form.
But man rejected and crucified the Tree of Life, and for three days, life became
death so that death may be conquered from within. On the third day the Tree of
Life was made both physical and spiritual so that the vines of the Tree of Life
could be seen by both man and angel.
And every disciple from that time was a part of the Tree of Life and every disciple
was a vine that spread across the earth by creating more vines. They bring the
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Seven Spirits and the nine fruits and every gift to all who would receive Jesus as
the Way, Truth, and Life. But many reject the fruit. For the fruit of the Tree of Life
is an inheritance that cannot be earned.

For the fruit of the Tree of Life is an
inheritance that cannot be earned
And in the minds of those who eat from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil, worthiness through labor is required to receive the nine fruits. Indeed, to the
unbeliever and many blind believers, love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control must be earned.
Mostly they believe these things unattainable and nothing more than romantic
ideology for the weak.
It is in this misconception that man strives to earn these nine fruits, as rewards
that man perceives, can only be provided through mammon.
But mammon brings slavery and death, and even the counterfeit joy that financial
power brings lasts but a fleeting moment.
Know this, son of joy:
You cannot earn what is given. It is yours.

You cannot earn what is given.
It is yours
But to eat from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil is to put on a garment
that cries injustice at unearned rewards.
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Look at the servants of mammon. See how love is the lowest priority? See how
love is viewed as an inconvenient emotion? You cannot love both God and
mammon! And all who refuse to believe or teach this are led astray and
completely blinded by greed. They do not see greed as greed. No, they see it as
need.

They do not see greed as greed.
No, they see it as need
They are right. It is a need as a drug is a need, giving temporary satisfaction at the
cost of all that is pure and holy. Do not be led astray by these lies.
The only fruit that matters is the fruit of the Holy Spirit, and by the fruit of the Holy
Spirit will all men know that you come from the Tree of Life and are disciples of
Jesus.

The only fruit that matters is the
fruit of the Holy Spirit
The simple truth, son of joy, is that most do not want truth.
They will believe anything taught to them, as long as it makes them feel better. It
is this way because the fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil
causes man to be weary in their very soul. So weary, that even the smallest added
effort is simply too much.
So, they believe lies and half-truths, even suspecting truth as lies, simply too tired
to argue. Thus, they stay in slavery. The truth sets free and there is only one way,
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one life, and one truth. Mankind must embrace this Truth, this Way, and this Tree
of Life.

Mankind must embrace this Truth,
this Way, and this Tree of Life
In embracing the Tree of Life will they embrace Wisdom, Knowledge,
Understanding, Might, Counsel, the Fear of God, and the Spirit of the Lord. The
fruit of that embrace will be the nine fruits of the Holy Spirit.”
Builder:
“It is impossible to show the fruit of the Spirit without the indwelling of the Seven
Spirits of God. Indeed, attempting to show fruit that does not correspond to the
root, will bring forth frustration and much deferred hope. Man cannot change his
spirit without the Holy Spirit.

Man cannot change his spirit
without the Holy Spirit
Even man’s best attempts at renewing the mind will yield temporary results. It is
thus because that which is flesh, is still flesh, no matter how much it tries to imitate
the spirit.
The flesh craves the fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. So all
that it does, it does through the lens of worldly justice, not through the lens of
Godly love.
Justice is a matter of perception. To Ishmael, justice is the stoning of an educated
woman. To God, he without sin may cast the first stone, and who is without sin?
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Only God is without sin and His judgment is mercy. Through His grace, mercy,
and good judgment, He makes all things work together for the good for all who
love Him and those who are called according to His purpose.
If you love Him, you will trust His Word. If you love Him, you will follow His
instructions. If you love Him, you will take the time to know Him and if you know
Him, you will not doubt Him.
His strategy to bring Heaven to earth is to predestine you to conform to the image
of His Son, who is the Tree of Life.
This is where we get to the very serious revelation to which all who read what you
record must pay special attention.
The Father created all that is. He created everything so competently that He did
not need to create anything new after the seventh day.
He knew that man would eventually succumb to the temptation of the most
powerful force in all of the created universe – the temptation of free will.
He created man in such a way that the very heart of man is a throne upon which
whatever ruler that man chooses may sit.
Around the heart-throne of every man and woman are seven places for the
counselors of their choice.

Around the heart-throne of every
man and woman are seven places
for the counselors of their choice
Seven lampstands. Seven horns. Seven eyes.
Seven high places of counsel, all chosen by the owner of each individual heartthrone.
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Knowing that the time would come when man would surrender the throne of his
heart to another, God predestined prophets, teachers, and wise men to be the
lighthouses in the darkness of ignorance. These lighthouses are the ones who
show you back to the Tree of Life where the Seven Spirits of God may surround
your heart throne once more. Where grace might teach you to surrender your
heart throne to the King of kings so that the river of life may flow from beneath it,
and wash away the guilt and shame of all who hear the truth.
For whoever has your ear has your heart. Whoever has your heart orders your
steps.

For whoever has your ear has
your heart. Whoever has your
heart orders your steps
To surrender the throne of your heart is no small thing. It is to evict the false
teachings of fallen angels who masquerade as carriers of truth. Liars enthroned
upon the hearts of man. Tearing away at the knowledge of God from within.
Only truth brings freedom, son of joy, only the truth of Jesus.
But which truth do you listen to?
Is it the Spirit of Truth?
Or is it the god of this world.
Whoever has your ear has your heart. Whoever has your heart shall order your
steps.
So once a week does believer lend their ear to the Spirit of Truth, hoping that
those who teach them are not false teachers who are driven by ambition and seek
their own.
And this for one hour of truth.
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Think on this, Sameach, the church of Acts met together daily, giving their ears to
the Spirit of Truth every single day. And so the Spirit of Truth brought forth the
revelation that produces obedient servants with steps ordered by Heaven.
They lacked for nothing because they were washed daily in heavenly truth. Their
decisions were filled with heavenly knowledge. Everything they touched
succeeded and multiplied. They worked together in communities, leveraging an
economy of scale that produced abundance and overflow that you would not even
imagine in this modern age. Their collective wisdom as multiple Koinonia working
together in an Ecclesia and produced the complete eradication of lack among
them.
They lacked for nothing.
It was for this abundance that they were hated by both Roman governors and
Jewish Pharisees.
Thousands were added to their number every day, pulling more and more of those
who were led astray by false teachings towards the light.
As these thousands threw off the shackles of self-preservation, greedy Pharisees
and Roman Governors lost their income. Thus, they persecuted and even
murdered those who advanced the Kingdom of God.
For you cannot serve both God and mammon. You will hate God and those who
teach what Jesus taught because the Gospel does not enrich individuals, it
eradicates lack in communities.

The Gospel does not enrich
individuals, it eradicates lack in
communities
What was the secret to this incredible growth and financial abundance that
intimidated and infuriated both Jewish and Roman rulers so?
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Daily truth, Sameach.
They met together every day, both en masse and from house to house.
The truth sets you free when you allow it to replace the patterns of this world. The
patterns of this world have one objective, to steal, kill, and destroy.
But Jesus comes to give life, and life in abundance, and the key to His abundance
is His Truth. To hear the truth of Heaven every day is to enter a kingdom that
produces righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.

To hear the truth of Heaven every
day is to enter a kingdom that
produces righteousness, peace,
and joy in the Holy Ghost
Daily, Sameach, be in the truth daily!
Turn your back on the fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. Turn
your back on the patterns of this world.
Return to the Tree of Life. Be reconciled to the vine, which grows with each new
disciple. A vine of the truth of Jesus, which will change the world. A vine which
connects you to every angel, every heavenly spirit, and the mind of God Himself.
Commit yourself to living in the truth.
For you shall know the truth, and the truth shall set you free!”
I wake up.
----oo000oo----
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